Food rewards modulate the activity of song neurons in Bengalese finches.
Vocal learning, a critical component of speech acquisition, is a rare trait in animals. Songbirds are a well-established animal model in vocal learning research; male birds acquire novel vocal patterns and have a well-developed 'song system' in the brain. Although this system is unique to songbirds, anatomical and physiological studies have reported similarities between the song system and the thalamo-cortico-basal ganglia circuit that is conserved among reptiles, birds, and mammals. Here, we focused on the similarity of the neural response between these two systems while animals were engaging in operant tasks. Neurons in the basal ganglia of vertebrates are activated in response to food rewards and reward predictions in behavioral tasks. A striatal nucleus in the avian song system, Area X, is necessary for vocal learning and is considered specialized for singing. We found that the spiking activity of singing-related Area X neurons was modulated by food rewards and reward signals in an operant task. As previous studies showed that Area X is not critical for general cognitive tasks, the role of Area X in general learning might be limited and vestigial. However, our results provide a new viewpoint to investigate the independence of the vocal learning system from neural systems involved in other cognitive tasks.